Senior Chemistry Day (Draft Program)
27 November 2020, Friday
Join other science teachers across the state in
ZOOM-land for our annual professional development
conference. Workshop abstracts are provided on the
next page.
Program
9am Acknowledgement of Country and UQ Update
(Dr Gurion Ang, School of Biological Sciences)

11am Backward Mapping for Success in Senior School
(Maiko Sharp, Helensvale State High School)
11.30am Organic chemistry in action: Adventures in
chemical ecology (Dr Arti Singh, School of Chemistry
and Molecular Biosciences)
12.45pm Break

9.15am STAQ Update (Science Teachers Association
of Queensland)

1.15pm Unit 1-4 Chemistry Resources for Teachers by
Teachers (Des Hylton, St Paul’s School)

9.30am Use of recall flash cards to consolidate
Chemistry concepts (Matt Gillam, Everton Park State
High School)

1.35pm Senior Chemistry Tips, Tricks, and
Networking Forum (Rowena Taylor, Ormiston
College)

9.50am Electrochemical Methods - a guided inquiry
laboratory-based approach (Dr Katherine Harris,
Good Shepherd Lutheran College Noosa)

2.10pm Close
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10.45am Break
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Senior Chemistry Day (Abstracts)
Use of recall flash cards to consolidate Chemistry concepts (Matt Gillam, Everton Park State High School)
The use of recall flash cards in warm ups has been a pedagogical approach towards consolidating facts,
concepts and processes. Transferring this understanding from short- to long-term memory is essential for
students to be able to succeed in the New QCE system.
Electrochemical Methods - a guided inquiry laboratory-based approach (Dr Katherine Harris, Good Shepard
Lutheran College Noosa)
A suite of 4 investigations that have been shown (classroom and teacher workshop tested) to enable students
to construct and apply their own knowledge of electrochemical processes. The approach prevents the common
student misconceptions which lead to poor understanding of concepts and superficial engagement with the
topic.
Backword Mapping for Success in Senior School (Maiko Sharp, Helensvale State High School)
A look into the success and failures of backward mapping for success in senior sciences, and revisiting
resources used in middle grades to facilitate independent learning.
Organic chemistry in action: Adventures in chemical ecology (Dr Arti Singh, School of Chemistry and
Molecular Biosciences)
A showcase of organic and biological chemistry research in the context of chemical ecology, spotlighting some
applications and challenges of chemical synthesis and analysis.
Unit 1-4 Chemistry Resources for Teachers by Teachers (Des Hylton, St Paul’s School)
A showcase of the question bank for senior chemistry, including how to access them, and tips on how to
use them effectively. Please email d.hylton@stpauls.qld.edu.au requesting access if you don’t have access to
the QLD Collaborative Chem Google Drive from your school account prior to the day (you can include your
personal email address, but please email the request from your school account for validation purposes).

